/stamped:/

REPUBLIC OF SERBIA
MINISTRY OF THE INTERIOR
PUBLIC SECURITY DEPARTMENT
No. 13/99
22 April 1999
Belgrade, Kneza Miloša 103

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

REPUBLIC OF SERBIA
MINISTRY OF THE INTERIOR
Crime Police Administration
Strictly confidential no:
19 April 1999
Belgrade

APPROVED BY:
ASSISTANT MINISTER
CHIEF OF THE JB /Public Security/
DEPARTMENT
Colonel General
Vlastimir DORDEVIĆ
/signed/

To: ASSISTANT MINISTER
CHIEF OF THE PUBLIC SECURITY DEPARTMENT
Colonel General
Vlastimir DORDEVIĆ

SUBJECT: Request for operational expenses

Please approve the payment of 10,000 dinars for operational expenses incurred during the implementation of Operation Dubina II /Depth II/ in April of this year.

CHIEF OF DEPARTMENT
Major General
Dragan Ilić
/signed/
PAYMENT ORDER

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

Pay /handwritten:/ Major General Dragan ILIĆ, Chief of the UKPJP /Crime Police Administration/ of the MUP /Ministry of the Interior/ of the Republic of Serbia the amount of 10,000 (ten thousand dinars).

Date
22 April 1999

Proposed by:

Approved by:

Authorised by:

/a signature and stamped/

RECEIPT

Confirming that I was paid the amount of 10,000 dinars for operational expenses.

I hereby promise to send (an official note or a report) on the reasons for taking or on handing over the money.

22 April 1999

Date

RECEIVED BY:

/a signature/
SUBJECT: Dubina II Operation
Payment of operational expenses

Jointly solved case nos:
Keep by:
Incoming mail book no.: 

To be filed according to the ZUP
/Law on Administrative Procedure/
YES - NO

Belgrade, 25 April 1999
(place)

Processed by:
/illegible signature/
I certify that I received the amount of 2,000.00 (two thousand dinars) on 27 April 1999.

1. Nikola DARIĆ /signed/
2. Dragan STOJANOVIĆ /signed/
3. Dimitrije BANDOKIĆ /signed/
4. Ljubiša PERIĆ /signed/
5. Živadin DORDEVIĆ /signed/

I hereby confirm that payment was made on 27 April 1999.

Chief of OKb /Armoured Battalion/
Lieutenant Colonel /a signature/